
Villa Kerkent
Agrigento - Sicily - Italy

14 guests | 7 rooms | 10 baths

Description
Nestled in the heart of the magnificent Sicilian countryside, a short distance from the sea and the Valley 
of the Temples in Agrigento, stands a historic villa. Set amidst bucolic scenery, this peaceful oasis offers 
an incomparable sensory experience for nature lovers in search of a restorative stay within the embrace 
of the natural environment.

The residence is located in Aragona, a rural location near the Macalube Nature Reserve and just 17 
kilometers from the Valley of the Temples in Agrigento, an expression among the most iconic of Greek 
classical art and architecture, a source of inspiration for countless artists, poets, philosophers, and 
painters.

Villa Kerkent is a green haven that contributes to making a stay perfect in complete harmony with nature; 
the villa is enveloped by lush countryside, leading to a refreshing swimming pool and a "gebbia," an 
ancient water reservoir now transformed into a pool for aromatic baths enriched with orange blossom, 
lavender, rosemary, and rose petals. Both pools are equipped with saltwater systems and the "gebbia" 
is also heated from April 1st to November 1st.

The villa's interiors have been meticulously restored and furnished with a balance of traditional and 
contemporary styles, ensuring guests a welcoming and relaxing stay. The ground floor features a library, 
communal spaces, and a fully equipped kitchen, ideal for both preparing and consuming meals. The old 
stables and the mill have been converted into a wellness center that utilizes medicinal herbs and local 
products to create essences and oils.
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This villa welcomes its guests with old-time hospitality, offering a renovated and carefully appointed 
refuge for those who value the benefits of outdoor life. With a front courtyard and a two-story structure 
that embraces an inner courtyard, ecological solutions such as solar panels, appliances with the highest 
energy rating currently available, a rainwater collection tank, and fixtures in sustainable wood ensure 
zero carbon dioxide emissions.

Villa Kerkent at a glance

Capacity for 14 guests

Pets allowed

Wireless internet connection

Two swimming pools

Seven double bedrooms

Seven bathrooms

Wellness area (wellness area offers facial and body treatments with special oils and massages performed 
using traditional techniques at an additional cost)

Air conditioning

Children welcome: sofa beds available to accommodate up to three children, four cots, and three high 
chairs

Wireless internet connection also outside

Outdoor gazebo

Terrace equipped as a solarium

Fitness area in the garden or on the patios for practicing yoga or pilates

Organic farm on site

Walking trails and picnic areas

Why book Villa Kerkent
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In today's hectic world, finding a haven of peace that offers both relaxation and a profound connection 
with nature can be challenging. Many seek an escape that provides serenity, cultural enrichment, and 
an authentic taste of local life.

Villa Kerkent is the solution to this quest for peace and beauty. An ancient villa nestled in the heart of the 
Sicilian countryside, a few steps from the sea and the historic Valley of the Temples. With its fusion of 
modern comforts and rural charm, Villa Kerkent is more than a mere destination; it is a transformative 
experience.

Guests of Villa Kerkent consistently praise the atmosphere of calm and exclusivity of the experience. 
Among the testimonials, comments stand out on how the villa is a "dream retreat" and "a dive into 
history and nature without sacrificing the pleasures of modern life."

By booking your stay at Villa Kerkent now, you guarantee not just a luxurious accommodation but 
a sensory journey through time and Sicilian culture. Every detail is taken care of to offer you an 
unforgettable experience, from the comfort of our rooms to the freshness of the products from our 
organic farm.

Do not miss the opportunity to rejuvenate body and spirit. Book your stay at Villa Kerkent today. Only 
then can you secure a corner of paradise in Sicily.

Visitors to Villa Kerkent return home transformed, with hearts full of unforgettable memories, bodies 
rejuvenated by rest, and minds inspired by the beauty and culture of Sicily. Prepare to experience a 
transformation that only a place like Villa Kerkent can offer.
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Villa Kerkent
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Facilities

14 guests 7 rooms 10 baths

SERVICES AND ACCESSORIES

Parking Garden Swimming pool

Pets allowed* Cleaning Towels

Sheets Air conditioning Tv sat

Wi-Fi Washing machine Dish washer

Microwave

*Services on request, extra cost
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Villa Kerkent
Agrigento - Sicily - Italy

Location
The location: a typically Sicilian refuge in an at-
mosphere of pure well-being

Your transformative experience begins at your 
villa, walking among majestic olive trees, fruit 
trees, flowers, medicinal plants, and a pine forest 
alley. A green oasis optimizes your stay in per-
fect connection with nature, rediscovering an-
cient gestures and flavors of rural life.

In the surroundings of the villa, there are several 
trekking paths that range from easy and flat trails 
to more demanding routes.

Agrigento is just fifteen kilometers away, while 
Realmonte, at twenty-eight kilometers, is known…

POSITION
Agrigento - Sicily - Italy

AIRPORT
Palermo Airoport: 120 Km

DISTANCES FROM MAIN LOCATIONS
Agrigento: 12 Km; Vally of the Temples: 20 Km; 
Scala dei Turchi: 29 Km

DISTANCE FROM THE SEA/LAKE
30 Km
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Prices

PRICES PER WEEK *

Starting from € 14,700

*Prices are exclusive of VAT
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Villa Kerkent
Agrigento - Sicily - Italy

Contact us
Thank you for visiting our site, we hope to welcome you soon as our guests.

Please ask for more detailed information and we'll be glad to meet your most exclusive, even demanding, 
requirements at the best available rates. You have the option at this end to choose your property and 
there will be a local service to greet you and address any problems that may arise during your stay. We 
are able to arrange all your request and answering questions of our clients is our passion.

HOW TO CONTACT US

Call us at the number: +41 91 8311337
mon-fri, 9:00-18:00 CET

Write us on WhatsApp at the number: +41 91 8311337

Email us at: info@wevillas.com

Contact us via Skype by "WeVillas"
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